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DISTRIBUTED AUTHENTICATION, AUTHORIZATION AND ACCOUNTING

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of and priority under 35 U.S.C. §

119(e) to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 60/869,881 entitled

"DISTRIBUTED NETWORK IDENTITY MANAGEMENT," filed December 13,

2006, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

When a device connects to one or more computer networks, the device

may be authenticated, authorized, and its activities on the one or more

computer networks may be accounted for. Such a process is commonly

referred to as Authentication, Authorization and Accounting ("AAA";

Accounting may be referred to alternatively as Auditing).

Authenticating a device prior to granting access to a computer network

generally protects the network from unauthorized access. Before the device

may gain access to the network, the device may be required to provide a

credential, used to authenticate the device to the computer network. I f the

credential is recognized and deemed authentic, the device may be permitted

access to the network. A credential may be a username and a password

submitted from a user of the device, a digital certificate related to the device

or the user thereof, a MAC address of the device, or the like.

Many different network authentication protocols and access policies

are well-known and, accordingly, need not be set forth herein in detail.

However, several different commonly encountered authentication protocols

are generally described below to highlight the advantages and features of

various embodiments.

One well-known standard that includes authentication is IEEE 802. IX.

IEEE 802. I X provides a framework for several different authentication



methods so that a Network Access Controller ("NAC"), such as a router,

wireless access point, virtual private network ("VPN") device, or other similar

device designed to facilitate access to a network, need not be cognizant of

the authentication protocol being used. Instead, the NAC simply unpacks

and repackages Extensible Authentication Protocol ("EAP") packets received

from a device attempting to connect to a network and forwards the packets

to a server that will perform the authentication.

I n the terminology of the 802. I X standard, the connecting device to be

authenticated may be called a supplicant. The server doing the

authentication, such as a Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

("RADIUS") server, may be called the authentication server. The device in

between a supplicant and the authentication server, such as a wireless

access point or port of a NAC, may be called the authenticator. An

advantage of the 802. I X standard is that the authenticator may simply pass

frames encapsulating the EAP packets between the supplicant and the

authentication server.

When a device connects to a computer network, the authenticator may

send an "EAP-Request/Identity" packet to the supplicant as soon as it

detects that the link is active (e.g., a laptop computer with wireless

capabilities establishes a wireless connection with a wireless access point).

I n situations where the authenticator supports local authentication methods,

it may examine the type field of the response sent from the supplicant to

determine whether to act on the packet itself or forward it to an

authentication server. I f the authenticator forwards the packet to the

authentication server, the authentication server may send a challenge back

to the authenticator, such as with a token password system, which the

authenticator may forward to the supplicant.

Different authentication methods may vary this message, as well as

the total number of messages required for authentication. EAP supports



client only authentication and strong mutual authentication, the latter being

particularly useful for wireless networks. The supplicant may respond to the

challenge via the authenticator, which may forward the response to the

authentication server. I f the supplicant provides a valid credential, the

authentication server may respond with a success message, which may be

sent to the authenticator, which may in turn allow access to the computer

network. As noted above, RADIUS is a common authentication protocol

utilized by the 802. I X standard.

After authentication, authorization of a connecting device to a

computer network provides for further control of connecting device's use of

the computer network, including which network resources the device may

access based on any number of user, device or network characteristics

related to the device. I n many ways, authorization is similar to

authentication. However, authentication verifies that a particular device or

the user of a device is who/what it purports to be. I n contrast, authorization

is the process of determining whether the authenticated device has the

authority to perform a given operation or access a particular network

resource.

Authorization standards may be described in ways similar to

authentication standards. Once a user or device is authenticated, the NAC

may take on the role of a policy enforcement point ("PEP"), and the

authentication server (e.g., an AAA server such as a RADIUS server) may

begin operating as a policy decision point ("PDP"). A PDP may be configured

to store one or more authorization policies comprised of one or more rules,

and to decide whether an authenticated device is permitted access to a

particular resource by comparing characteristics of the device (or the user

thereof, hereafter referred to as authorization information) to the rules of

the authorization policies. The PDP may communicate its decision to the PEP



at which the user or device is connected to the network, and the PEP may

enforce the PDP's decision.

A further component of many authorization systems is a policy

information point ("PIP"), which may be a role adopted by an authentication

database from the authentication processes described above. Authorization

information contained in PIPs (e.g., groups of which a user is a member, the

user's role in a corporation, etc.) may be accessed by PDPs to make policy

decisions.

SUMMARY

A first computer system, residing on a first computer network of a

plurality of computer networks, is provided for controlling access to the

plurality of computer networks. I n some embodiments, the first computer

system may be configured to: store authentication routing data comprising :

address information related to at least two authentication databases against

which credentials related to connecting devices may be authenticated,

wherein at least one of the at least two authentication databases is

contained on a second computer system residing on a second computer

network; and a criterion for selecting which of the at least two

authentication databases a given credential is authenticated against; receive

a first credential from a network access controller on the first computer

network, the first credential being relatable to a first connecting device

requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at the network

access controller; determine the criterion; based on the determined

criterion, select a first authentication database of the at least two

authentication databases against which the first credential is to be

authenticated; communicate the first credential to the first authentication

database using the address information; receive an authentication response



from the first authentication database; and communicate the authentication

response to the network access controller.

Other embodiments of the first computer system may be configured

to: receive, from a second computer system, residing on a computer

network different than the first computer network, at least a portion of an

authorization policy comprising one or more rules for controlling a

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks; store an

authorization policy including the at least a portion of an authorization

policy; receive first authorization information related to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at a network

access controller residing on the first network; compare the first

authorization information to the authorization policy; and control the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks based at

least in part on the result of the comparison.

Another example provides for a storage medium, readable by a first

processor of a first computer system residing on a first computer network of

a plurality of computer networks, having embodied therein a program of

commands executable by the first processor, may be provided. I n some

embodiments, the program may be adapted to be executed to: store

authentication routing data comprising : address information related to at

least two authentication databases against which credentials related to

connecting devices may be authenticated, wherein at least one of the

authentication databases is contained on a second computer system residing

on a second computer network; and a criterion for selecting which of the at

least two authentication databases a given credential is authenticated

against; receive a first credential from a network access device on the first

computer network, the first credential being relatable to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at the

network access device; determine the criterion; based on the determined



criterion, select a first authentication database of the at least two

authentication databases against which the first credential is to be

authenticated; communicate the first credential to the first authentication

database using the address information; receive an authentication response

from the first authentication database; and communicate the authentication

response to the network access device.

Other embodiments of a storage medium may be adapted to be

executed to: receive, from a second computer system, residing on a

computer network different than the first computer network, at least a

portion of an authorization policy comprising one or more rules for

controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of computer

networks; store an authorization policy including the at least a portion of an

authorization policy; receive first authorization information related to a first

connecting device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at

a network access device residing on the first network; compare the first

authorization information to the authorization policy; and control the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks based at

least in part on the result of the comparison.

Another example provides for a method of controlling access to a

plurality of computer networks, the plurality of computer networks including

a first computer network with a first computer system and a network access

device residing thereon, is provided. Some embodiments of the method may

utilize the first computer system for performing the steps of: storing

authentication routing data comprising : address information related to at

least two authentication databases against which credentials related to

connecting devices may be authenticated, wherein at least one of the

authentication databases is contained on a second computer system residing

on a second computer network; and a criterion for selecting which of the at

least two authentication databases a given credential is authenticated



against; receiving a first credential from the network access device, the first

credential being relatable to a first connecting device requesting access to

the plurality of computer networks at the network access device;

determining the criterion; based on the determined criterion, selecting a first

authentication database of the at least two authentication databases against

which the first credential is t o be authenticated; communicating the first

credential to the first authentication database using the address information;

receiving an authentication response from the first authentication database;

and communicating the authentication response to the network access

device.

I n other embodiments, the method may perform the steps of:

receiving, from a second computer system residing on a computer network

different than the first computer network, at least a portion of an

authorization policy comprising one or more rules for controlling a

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks; storing an

authorization policy including the at least a portion of an authorization

policy; receiving first authorization information related to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at the

network access device; comparing the first authorization information to the

authorization policy; and controlling the first connecting device's access t o

the plurality of computer of computer networks based at least in part on the

result of the comparison.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 depicts an example plurality of computer networks.

Figs. 2A and 2B depict example graphical user interfaces which may be

used to configure identity routing criterion.

Fig. 3 depicts an example method of authentication routing.



Fig. 4 depicts a more detailed example method of authentication

routing.

Fig. 5 depicts an example method of distributed authorization.

Fig. 6 depicts an example graphical user interface which may be used

to configure authorization policies.

Fig. 7 depicts an example graphical user interface which may be used

to configure a type of rule known as a constraint.

Fig. 8 depicts an example plurality of computer networks arranged in a

hierarchal manner.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to Fig. 1, a plurality 10 of computer networks including

a first computer network 20 and a second computer network 40 is disclosed.

A computer network is defined generally herein as one or more

interconnected computers and/or computer systems immediately accessible

by one another. "Immediately accessible" may be understood to mean that

communication between the interconnected computers and/or computer

systems does not require passage through an intermediate routing device,

such as a router, bridge, or other devices commonly used to connect two or

more computer networks. Such an arrangement is often referred to as a

local area network ("LAN").

First computer network 20 is shown including : a first policy decision

point ("PDP") computer system 22; a first policy enforcement point ("PEP")

device 24 having a wireless transmission interface 26 transmitting a wireless

signal 28; a second PEP device 30 including a VPN interface 32; a first policy

information point ("PIP") computer system 34; a second PIP computer

system 36; and an accounting computer system 38.

Although the terms PDP, PEP and PIP may be used to describe solely

authorization components (as discussed in the Background section), these



terms are used in this specification and the accompanying figures to describe

components related both t o authorization and authentication.

Continuing with Fig. 1, second computer network 40 is shown

connected to the first computer network 20 via connection 41. Second

computer network 40 includes: a second PDP computer system 42; a third

PEP device 44; a third PIP computer system 46; a fourth PIP computer

system 48; and a second accounting computer system 50.

A PDP computer system such as computer system 22 or computer

system 42 may comprise one or more computers configured to authenticate

a credential associated with a connecting device (or the user thereof)

against authentication databases contained on the PIP computer systems

and to generate an authentication response. A PDP computer system may

further be configured to authorize a connecting device (or the user thereof)

to access particular network resources or perform particular operations on a

plurality of computer networks such as the plurality 10 of computer

networks. The authentication and authorization will be discussed further

below.

A PEP device such as first PEP device 24, second PEP device 30 or third

PEP device 44 may be a computer system, computer, or a simpler network

appliance, any of which may be alternatively referred to as a NAC. NACs

may be VPN gateways, wireless access points, or other network entry ports.

A NAC may be configured to permit/deny access by a device to a computer

network in response to an authentication response received by a PDP, as

well as provision the user or device's access t o various resources on the

network in response to authorization decisions made by a PDP.

A PIP computer system such as first PIP computer system 34, second

PIP computer system 36, third PIP computer system 46 or fourth PIP

computer system 48 may provide network-level and/or application-level

authentication. A PIP computer system may comprise one or more



computers having one or more authentication databases such as Microsoft's ®

Active Directory ("AD") server, an LDAP server, Novell® eDirectory, Sun®

Java System Directory Server, or other similar authentication databases

used for storing user information for authentication purposes.

I n addition to authentication, PIP computer systems may provide

authorization information about a user of a device, such as groups of which

the user is a member, the user's title (e.g., outside contractor), starting date

of the user's employment, or the like. Additionally or alternatively, PIP

computer systems may be configured to authenticate connecting devices

based on attributes of the devices unrelated to users. For example, some

PIP computer systems may have an authentication database configured to

authenticate device based on attributes of the device (e.g., MAC address),

instead of attributes of a user of the device. The terms "PIP computer

system" and "authentication database" may be used interchangeably herein.

A connecting device such as a first connecting device 60 or a second

connecting device 70 may be a computer, computer system or other device

capable of connecting to the plurality 10 of computer networks, and may be

a desktop computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular phone, or other

similar devices. Connecting devices may connect to the plurality 10 of

computer networks at various PEP devices, such as first PEP device 24,

second PEP device 30 or third PEP device 44. Devices may be operated by a

user, or may be autonomous and unrelated to particular users. Devices may

have supplicant computer programs (e.g., supplicant 64 on first connecting

device 60) executing thereon.

I n Fig. 1, first connecting device 60 is a laptop computer operated by a

first user and is a member of the "goodcorp.com" realm. First connecting

device 60 is shown connecting to the plurality 10 of computer networks at

first PEP device 24 via the first device's wireless interface 62. Second

connecting device 70 is a desktop computer operated by a second user and



is member of the "evilcorp.com" realm. Second connecting device 70 is

shown connecting to the plurality 10 of computer networks at second PEP

device 30 via VPN connection 32.

I . DISTRIBUTED AUTHENTICATION

I n some examples, distributed authentication may be provided. A

device (or a user thereof) may have an associated credential, which may be

usable by an authentication database on a PIP computer system to

authenticate the device to a computer network. However, where there is a

plurality 10 of computer networks as shown in Fig. 1, there may be multiple

authentication databases executing on multiple PIP computer systems on

various computer networks. I n such a scenario, the authentication database

against which the credential may be authenticated must be selected.

Accordingly, a PDP computer system such as first PDP computer

system 22 or second PDP computer system 42 may be configured to store

authentication routing data comprising address information related to at

least two authentication databases against which a given credential may be

authenticated, and a criterion for selecting which of the at least two

authentication databases a given credential is authenticated against.

Authentication routing data may be configured by administrative users using

interfaces similar to the graphical user interfaces ("GUI") shown in Figs. 2A

and 2B.

The criterion may be usable to select one or more authentication

database against which a credential may be authenticated. Example

criterion used to select authentication databases may include the realm of a

device connecting to a plurality of networks (e.g., an employee at Evil

Corporation may be using a device which is a member of the "evilcorp.com"

realm). Additionally and/or alternatively, the criterion may include

attributes of the connecting device or the NAC, such as the time of day at



which the connecting device is connecting to the plurality of computer

networks, groups of which the user of the connecting device is a member,

the user's title, the user's privileges, characteristics of the connection

between the connecting device and the PEP (e.g., wireless, VPN), or

attributes of the NAC, to name a few.

Address information may include information about two or more

authentication databases and the PIP computer systems on which they

execute. This may include the type of authentication database (e.g., Active

Directory, LDAP), the network address of the PIP computer system on which

the authentication database is executing, and the like.

There may be more than one authentication database associated with

an outcome of a criterion. The first listed authentication database may be

the primary authentication database, and the later listed authentication

databases may serve as alternates if the first authentication database is

unable to authenticate a credential. An authentication database may be

unable to authenticate a credential for multiple reasons, such as a disrupted

network connection to the PIP computer system on which the authentication

database is executing, the credential (e.g., username) is not found in the

authentication database, or authentication for a credential failed.

Authentication routing data may be configured directly at a PDP

computer system for use with the PDP computer system's local network.

Additionally or alternatively, authentication routing data may be wholly or

partially received (or inherited) from other PDP computer systems located on

different computer networks.

I n Figs. 2A and 2B, the criterion for selecting which authentication

database a given credential is authenticated against is the realm of the user

and/or device attempting to gain access to the plurality 10 of computer

networks. Other criterion, such as access method or group membership of a

user may also be used.



GUI 80 may be used to configure a realm policy, such as the DEFAULT

REALM POLICY, which may dictate the criterion used to select the

authentication database. The DEFAULT REALM POLICY includes a list of

realms 82 to which it applies. As seen in Fig. 2A, DEFAULT REALM POLICY is

applicable for devices from "evilcorp.com" realm, of which for example

second connecting device 70 is a member.

Address information 84 shown in Fig. 2A indicates that authentication

databases may be executing on the PIP computer systems 46 and 34 shown

in Fig. 1. I f the DEFAULT REALM POLICY applies, then the credential may be

authenticated against third PIP computer system 46 first. As illustrated by

the fall-through provisions 86, if the PDP computer system is unable to

connect to third PIP computer system 46 (e.g., because network connection

4 1 is down), or if a credential is not recognized at third PIP computer system

46 (e.g., a username is not found), the PDP computer system may fall

through and authenticate the credential against first PIP computer system

34. However, if authentication at third PIP computer system 46 fails, the

fall-through provisions in Fig. 2A dictate that the PDP computer system not

attempt to authenticate the credential against first PIP computer system 34.

Similar to the realm policy shown in Fig. 2A (and using the same

reference numerals), the GUI 80 depicted in Fig. 2B may be used t o

configure "REALM POLICY 1." REALM POLICY 1 is applicable for

users/devices from either the "xyz.com" realm or the "goodcorp.com" realm,

as indicated in the list 82 of realms.

An example authentication process is depicted in Fig. 3, and will be

described using first connecting device 60 in Fig. 1 as a connecting device

and the REALM POLICY 1 of Fig. 2B as the applicable realm policy. I n step

100, first connecting device 60 contacts first PEP device 24 using a wireless

signal 28 in order to establish a connection to the plurality 10 of computer

networks. I n step 102, using known protocols such as EAP, first PEP device



24 prompts first connecting device 60 for a credential usable to authenticate

first connecting device 60 (or a user thereof) to the plurality 10 of computer

networks.

I n step 104, first connecting device 60 transmits the credential to first

PEP device 24. I n step 106, first PEP device 24 forwards the credential to

PDP computer system 22. I n step 108, PDP computer system 22 determines

a criterion, which in this example may mean selecting an applicable realm

policy, to be used to select which authentication database is to be used to

authenticate the received credential.

I n step 110, first PDP computer system 22 may use the criterion and

the realm of first connecting device 60 ("goodcorp.com") to select a first

authentication database (e.g., by selecting an applicable realm policy)

against which the credential should be authenticated. Because first

connecting device 60 is a member of the "goodcorp.com" realm, first PDP

computer system 22 selects REALM POLICY 1, which designates second PIP

computer system 36 as hosting the appropriate authentication database

against which to authenticate the received credential, and fourth PIP

computer system 48 as hosting an alternate authentication database.

I n step 112, first PDP computer system 22 may communicate the

credential to the selected authentication database at second PIP computer

system 36. The credential may be authenticated at second PIP computer

system 36 and an authentication response may be returned to first PDP

computer system 22 at step 114. I f a connection to second PIP computer

system 36 cannot be established, the credential is not found, or if

authentication at second PIP computer system 36 fails, fall through

provisions 86 of Fig. 2B dictate that first PDP computer system 22 should

attempt to authenticate at fourth PIP computer system 48 in steps 116 and

118.



I n either case, at step 120, the authentication response received by

first PDP computer system 22 may be communicated to first PEP device 24,

so that first PEP device 24 may use the response to determine access for

first connecting device 60. Optionally, at step 122, first PEP device 24 may

communicate the contents of the authentication response to first connecting

device 60.

According to another aspect of distributed authentication, a PDP

computer system may include a cache of credentials collected in previous

authentications. Using such a cache, if a connecting device submits a

credential that cannot be authenticated at a local PIP computer system, and

if connections to computer networks having applicable PIP computer systems

cannot be established, a PDP computer system may authenticate the

credential against its cache of collected credentials. The cache may be

configured to purge or deactivate cached credentials after a certain time

period (i.e., time-to-live). Alternatively, the PDP computer system may

check to see whether a credential is expired.

Referring to an example in Fig. 1, a PDP computer system 22 may be

configured to cache a copy of a first credential after the first credential has

been authenticated at a PIP computer system such as first PIP computer

system 34, second PIP computer system 36, third PIP computer system 46

or fourth PIP computer system 48. PDP computer system 22 may be further

configured to, upon receipt of a subsequent second credential, authenticate

the second credential against the cached copy of the first credential, instead

of or in addition to authenticating the second credential against an

authentication database executing on a PIP computer system.

Fig. 4 depicts a scenario where second connecting device 70, which is

a member of the "evilcorp.com" realm, connects to the plurality 10 of

computer networks. After second connecting device 70 connects to second

PEP device 30 and submits a credential, which second PEP device 30



forwards to first PDP computer system 22, at step 200, the first PDP

computer system 22 may use the criterion (realm) to determine that the

DEFAULT REALM POLICY shown in Fig. 2A applies. At step 202, a

determination may be made of whether the network connection between

first PDP computer system 22 and third PIP computer system 46 is active.

I f it is active, then the credential may be authenticated against third

PIP computer system at step 204. At step 206, a determination may be

made of whether the authentication was successful. I f it was, then at step

208, the first PDP computer system 22 may update its local cache of

credentials to include a cached copy of the credential received from second

connecting device 70. Then, at step 210, first PDP computer system 22 may

permit access to the plurality 10 of computer networks, subject to possible

authorization restrictions determined at step 300 and beyond.

I f the determination at 206 was that the authentication failed (i.e., the

credential was invalid), then at step 212, the first PDP computer system 22

may deny access to second connecting device 70.

I f the determination at step 202 was that the network connection is

down (e.g., connection 4 1 is broken), or if the determination at step 206

was that the credential was not found (e.g., no matching username), then

Fig. 2A's fall through provisions 86 dictate that first PDP computer system 22

may authenticate the credential against first PIP computer system 34 at step

214 instead.

At step 216, a determination may be made of whether the

authentication of step 214 was successful. I f it was, then first PDP computer

system 22 grants access to second connecting device 70 at step 210. I f the

authentication of step 214 was unsuccessful, then first PDP computer system

22 may deny access to second connecting device 70 at step 212.

If, on the other hand, the authentication of step 214 fails because the

credential is not found, then first PDP computer system 22 may authenticate



the credential against its own cache of credentials (such as those obtained in

previous executions of step 208) at step 218. At step 220, a determination

may be made of whether the authentication of step 218 was successful. I f

the authentication was successful, then first PDP computer system 22 may

permit access at step 210. I f the authentication against the local cache was

unsuccessful, e.g., the credential was invalid or a matching credential in the

cache expired, then first PDP computer system 22 may deny access at step

212.

II. DISTRIBUTED AUTHORIZATION

Another example provides for distribution of authorization policies

among multiple PDP computer systems. PDP computer systems may use

authorization policies to control connecting devices' access to a plurality of

computer networks.

Distribution of authorization policies may occur in various ways. I n

some embodiments, the distribution of authorization policies may be

hierarchal. For example, a PDP computer system on a first computer

network may be designated a hub PDP. PDP computer systems residing on

other computer networks may be designated node PDPs (an example of such

a distribution is shown in Fig. 8, which is discussed later). The nodes may

inherit some or all of their authorization policies from the hub.

I n other embodiments, the distribution may occur in real time; i.e. if

one PDP computer system lacks an authorization policy applicable to a given

connecting device, it may query PDP computer systems on other networks

for applicable authorization policies. I n yet other embodiments, the

distribution may occur at predetermined intervals, or upon command by an

administrative user.

Returning to Fig. 1, first PDP computer system 22 may store one or

more authorization policies, each policy comprising one or more rules for



controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality 10 of computer

networks. Second PDP computer system 42 may periodically receive (or

inherit in a hierarchal system) at least a portion of its authorization policies

from first PDP computer system 22. Second PDP computer system 42 may

additionally or alternatively query first PDP computer system 22 for an

authorization policy as needed. Second PDP computer system 42 also may

be configured with one or more local authorization policies, which may

extend beyond the authorization policies it received or inherited. Second

PDP computer system 42 may pass on its authorization policies to yet other

PDP computer systems (not shown in Fig. 1).

Authorization policies, and more specifically the rules which comprise

the policies, may be compared to authorization information, related to a

connecting device such as first connecting device 60 or second connecting

device 70 and received from various sources, to control access by the

connecting device to the plurality 10 of computer networks.

Authorization information may include attributes of: the connecting

device, such as its hardware or software configuration; a user of the

connecting device, such as group membership, security clearance or

employment status; the network connection between the connecting device

and the plurality of computer networks; the PEP device (a.k.a. NAC) at

which the device is connecting to the plurality of computer networks; or

other similar information. These attributes may be compared with rules

contained in authorization policies, and a connecting device's access to the

plurality 10 of computer networks may be controlled based on a result of the

comparison.

Authorization information may be received by a PDP computer system

such as first PDP computer system 22 or second PDP computer system 42

from various sources. I n some embodiments, after a PIP computer system

has authenticated a credential related to a connecting device or a user



thereof, the PIP computer system may send authorization information, such

as attributes of the user of the connecting device, to the PDP computer

system (e.g., in steps 114 or 118 of Fig. 3). Authorization information may

also be received by a PDP computer system from PEP devices such as first

PEP device 24, second PEP device 30 or third PEP device 44, as well as from

connecting devices such as first connecting device 60 or second connecting

device 70.

Controlling access to a plurality of computer networks may include

permitting, denying, or restricting a connecting device's access to a plurality

of computer networks. Restricting may include determining which network

resources the connecting device may access and limiting the device's access

accordingly. For example, controlling a connecting device's access to a

plurality of computer networks may include instructing a NAC to permit the

connecting device access to a first network resource residing on the plurality

of computer networks and deny the connecting device access to a second

network resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.

Controlling access may also include invoking obligations which the PEP

device, at which the device is connecting to the plurality of computer

networks, must enforce. Obligations may require that the PEP device give

the connecting device access to a plurality of computer networks, but the

access may be subject to the obligations. One example of an obligation

would be to require that a connecting device use a particular virtual LAN

("VLAN"). Another example of an obligation may require that a PEP device

log specific information about a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks. Other types of obligations are contemplated.

I n some embodiments, an authorization policy may include a rule for

controlling access to a plurality of computer networks based on attributes of

a PEP device (alternatively referred to as a NAC) through which a connecting

device requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and the



authorization information may include attributes of the PEP device through

which the connecting device is requesting access t o the plurality of computer

networks.

For example, in Fig. 1, first PDP computer system 22 may have an

authorization policy including a rule that devices connecting through wireless

access points may be limited to a particular VLAN. First connecting device

60 is a wireless device, which connects to the plurality 10 of computer

networks via first PEP device 24, a wireless access point. Hence,

authorization information related to the connection of first connecting device

60 to the plurality 10 of computer networks may indicate that first PEP

device 24 is a wireless access point. First PDP computer system 22 may

compare the authorization information to its authorization policy to

determine that first connecting device 60 is to be limited to the particular

VLAN.

Other embodiments may include an authorization policy having a rule

for controlling access to a plurality of computer networks based on a time of

day at which a connecting device requests access to the plurality of

computer networks, and the authorization information may include the time

of day at which the connecting device is requesting access to the plurality of

computer networks. For example, assume that first connecting device 60

connects to plurality 10 of computer networks at 3 :30 am. An applicable

authorization policy may include a rule dictating that connecting devices are

only permitted access t o the plurality 10 of computer networks between 9

am and 5 pm. Likewise, the authorization information associated with first

connecting device 60 may include a connection time of 3 :30 am. Thus, the

authorization information associated with first connecting device 60 may be

compared to the authorization policy to determine that first connecting

device 60 is not authorized to access the plurality 10 of computer networks.



Yet other embodiments may implement an authorization policy

including a rule for controlling access to a plurality of computer networks

based on attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a connecting

device is a member, and the authorization information may include

attributes of one or more groups of which the user of the connecting device

is a member.

For instance, an authorization policy may include a rule dictating that

users who are members of a CONTRACTORS group may be forbidden access

to resources on the plurality 10 of computer networks related to finance.

When a device used by a member of the CONTRACTORS group connects to

the plurality 10 of computer networks, authorization information associated

with the device may indicate that the user thereof is a member of the

CONTRACTOR group. Thus, the authorization policy may be compared to

the contractor's authorization information to determine that the contractor

should be forbidden access to finance resources on the plurality 10 of

computer networks.

An example process for authorizing an authenticated connecting device

is shown in Fig. 5 . I n step 300, the connecting device (e.g., first connecting

device 60) has been authenticated, as depicted in Fig. 4 . I n step 302,

authorization information may be received at a PDP computer system such

as first PDP computer system 22 from various sources as described above.

I n step 304, the received authorization information may be compared to a

local authorization policy. I n step 306, a determination may be made of

whether the authorization succeeded.

If no applicable authorization policy was found, in some embodiments,

a determination may be made at step 308 of whether a PDP having an

applicable authorization policy (such as a parent PDP in hierarchal

distributions) exists. I f such a PDP computer system exists, the process

may move to (or query) that PDP computer system at step 310 and compare



the received authentication information to an authorization policy of the

parent PDP computer system in step 304.

Returning to the determination made at step 306, if an applicable

authorization policy is found, but authorization fails, access to the plurality of

computer networks may be denied at step 312. If, on the other hand,

authorization is successful, then obligations may be determined at step 314,

and access may be permitted to the connecting device, subject to the

determined obligations, at step 316.

I n some embodiments, rules may be nested within other rules. Fig. 6

depicts a GUI 400 for configuring an authorization policy. I n this example,

the authorization policy being configured is named "CONTRACTOR." This

authorization policy may be applicable to users that are members of the

groups listed in a list 402 of users and groups. The authorization policy

further includes rules in the form of access methods 404, constraints 406

and obligations 408.

Using first connecting device 60 - a wireless device - as an example,

and assuming that the user of first connecting device 60 is a member of the

group CONTRACTOR AGENCY A, the CONTRACTOR authorization policy

shown in Fig. 6 is applicable. Because first device's 60 access method is

wireless, the constraints 406 and obligations 408 associated with wireless

access apply. Hence, the Time of Day ("ToD") and the weekday constraints

406 are to be enforced. Additionally, the GOLD VLAN obligation 408 is

shown to be selected, which indicates that the connecting device should be

obliged to connect to a VLAN designated as GOLD (which may be defined

elsewhere).

Fig. 7 depicts a GUI 410 for configuring constraints. GUI 410 may

contain a list of constraints 412 which may be configured or edited, a list

414 of attributes which may be compared to various values in each

constraint, and a phrase 416 setting forth the complete constraint (i.e., the



rule). An administrative user may select attributes from the list 414 of

attributes that may appear in phrase 416, and/or the administrative user

may manually edit phrase 416. The GUI may contain additional interfaces

418 (e.g., selection boxes, radio buttons, pull-down lists) configured to add

boolean or other comparators to phrase 416.

The GUI 410 shown in Fig. 7 is shown having the constraint named

ToD selected for editing. The value "TIME" is selected in the list 414 of

attributes, which may cause the attribute TIME to appear in the phrase 416.

Phrase 416 has been edited so that the ToD constraint returns true if the

attribute TIME is between 9 AM and 5 PM, and false otherwise.

Referring back to Fig. 6, the ToD and a Weekday constraints are

selected for the wireless access method. Above the list of constraints 406

are two selection boxes, PERMIT ACCESS and DENY ACCESS. I n this

example, PERMIT ACCESS is selected, indicating that if the selected

constraints return true, then access to a plurality of computer networks

should be permitted.

Continuing with the previous example, if a user who is a member of

CONTRACT AGENCY A connects to the plurality 10 of computer networks

using first connecting device 60 (which is wireless) between 9am and 5pm

on a weekday, the selected constraints will return true, indicating that first

connecting device 60 should be permitted access t o the plurality of computer

networks. I n addition, first connecting device 60 should be obligated to use

the GOLD VLAN.

III. DISTRIBUTED ACCOUNTING

Some examples may provide for distributed accounting. Accounting

may be performed by accounting computer systems, which may be one or

more computers forming part of a PDP computer system, including a single

computer functioning as both the accounting computer system and the PDP.



Accounting computer systems may be alternatively separate from PDP

computer systems.

Accounting computer systems may be configured to monitor

connecting devices' access to a plurality of computer networks, store records

of events involving connecting devices' use of the plurality of computer

networks, and transmit at least some of these records between one another.

Fig. 8 depicts a hierarchal plurality 500 of computer networks. The

components of the plurality 500 of computer networks may be similar to the

components depicted in the plurality 10 of computer networks shown in Fig.

1. The plurality 500 of computer networks includes a root computer network

510, a first node computer network 530 and a second node computer

network 550.

Root computer network 510 may include a root PDP computer system

512 and a root accounting computer system 514. Root computer network

510 may further include other network resources such as a root domain

name server ("DNS") 516, a root network time server ("NTS") 518, and a

root PIP device 520. It should be understood that these other network

resources are selected for illustrative purposes only, and may include other

types of computer servers or network components.

First node computer network 530 is shown including a first node PDP

computer system 532, a first node accounting computer system 534, and

other network resources such as a first node DNS 536, a first node NTS 538,

a first node PEP device 540, and a first node PIP computer system 542.

Second node computer network 550 is shown including a second node PDP

computer system 552, a second node accounting computer system 554, and

other network resources such as a second node DNS 556, a second node

NTS 558, a second node PEP device 560, and a second node PIP computer

system 562.



First node accounting computer system 534 and second node

accounting computer system 554 may be configured to monitor devices

connecting to first node computer network 530 and second node computer

network 550, respectively.

Monitoring a connecting device's use of the plurality 500 of computer

networks may be accomplished using various methods. I n some

embodiments, an accounting computer system such as root accounting

computer system 514, first node accounting computer system 534 or second

node accounting computer system 554 may monitor network traffic on its

respective network. I n other embodiments, an accounting computer system

may instruct PEP devices (e.g., a first node PEP device 540, second node PEP

device 560) on its local network to monitor a connecting device's activities,

and the PEP device may communicate a log of those monitored events to the

accounting computer system.

I n either case, an accounting computer system may store one or more

records of the monitored events. Once stored, the accounting computer

system may be configured to select a subset of the monitored events, based

on internal parameters, and transmit the subset of events to another

accounting computer system on a different computer network. I n the

example depicted in Fig. 8, the first node accounting computer system 534

and the second node accounting computer system 554 may be configured to

select a subset of their stored records of events, and transmit the subsets up

to the root accounting computer system 514.

Internal parameters used to select subsets of events to send to other

accounting computer systems may be configured in various ways. I n some

embodiments, internal parameters may be configured to dictate that events

related to a connecting device's access of a certain type of network resource

(e.g., financial) may be transmitted to another accounting computer system.

I n other embodiments, events related to connecting devices using a certain



type of connection (e.g., wireless) may be transmitted to another accounting

computer system.

I n yet other embodiments, events related to users belonging to a

particular group may be transmitted to another accounting computer

system. For instance, a user may be a member of the group called GUESTS,

which may be a group created to allow temporary access t o the plurality 500

of computer networks. I n such a case, internal parameters of an accounting

computer system may be configured so that the accounting computer

system transmits events associated with that user to a higher-level

accounting computer system, such as root accounting computer system 514.

IV. DISTRIBUTED NETWORK PARAMETERS

Another example provides for distribution of network parameters. A

PDP computer system such as first PDP computer system 22 or second PDP

computer system 42 of Fig. 1, or root PDP computer system 512, first node

PDP computer system 532 or second node PDP computer system 552 of Fig.

8, may be configured to store network service parameters allocating at least

one logical address for a first type of network resource, and to provide a

network resource of the first type, executing on a computer or computer

system residing on the same computer network as the PDP computer

system, with an address containing the logical address. Further, the PDP

computer system may be configured to, prior to storing the network service

parameters, receive or inherit the network service parameters from another

PDP computer system residing on a different computer network.

Referring to Fig. 8, root PDP computer system 512 may be configured

with network service parameters 570 allocating logical addresses to various

types of network resources. The network service parameters 570 may be

communicated (as shown in Fig. 8) to lower PDP computer systems such as



first node PDP computer system 532 or second node PDP computer system

552.

The example network service parameters 570 in Fig. 8 include four

different logical addresses allocated for four types of network resources.

PDP computer systems may adopt I P addresses having a final octet of 220.

Similarly, accounting computer systems, such as root accounting computer

system 514, first node accounting computer system 534 and second node

accounting computer system 554, may adopt I P addresses containing a

common final octet of 221. NTS servers such as root NTS 518, first node

NTS 538 or second node NTS 558 may adopt I P addresses having a final

octet of 222, and DNS servers such as root DNS 516, first node DNS 536 or

second node DNS 556 may adopt I P addresses having a final octet of 223.

For example, components on root computer network 510 may have in

common the first three octets of 128.6. 1.*. Using network service

parameters 570, each component on root network 510 may adopt the final

octet designated in network parameters 570. Root PDP computer system

512 may then forward network service parameters 570 to first node

computer network 530 and second node computer network 550, so that first

node PDP computer system 532 and second node PDP computer system 552

may ensure that network resources on their respective computer networks

adopt the designated final octets.

I n some embodiments, a PDP computer system may ensure that

network resources adopt the logical addresses dictated by network service

parameters by instructing a local DNS server to reserve the appropriate

octets (e.g., network service parameters 570 would require that final octets

220-223 be reserved) and to assign those octets to the appropriate network

resources. I n other embodiments, a DNS server may incorporated into a

PDP computer system, and therefore the PDP computer system may enforce

network service parameters itself.



While the above discussion of network service parameter distribution

refers to a hierarchal plurality of computer networks such as plurality 500 of

computer networks, it should be understood that the methods and systems

are equally applicable to non-hierarchal pluralities of computer networks,

such as plurality 10 of computer networks in Fig. 1. Moreover, while

accounting, DNS and NTS network resources are described, it should be

understood that other network resources may be assigned logical addresses

according to network service parameters. Finally, while I P addresses are

discussed above and illustrated in Fig. 8, it should be understood that the

above discussion is equally applicable to other network addressing schemes.

Accordingly, while embodiments of distributed authentication,

authorization and accounting computer systems, storage mediums and

methods have been particularly shown and described with reference to the

foregoing disclosure, many variations may be made therein. Various

combinations and sub-combinations of features, functions, elements and/or

properties may be used. Such variations, whether they are directed to

different combinations or directed to the same combinations, whether

different, broader, narrower or equal in scope, are also regarded as included

within the subject matter of the present disclosure. The foregoing

embodiments are illustrative, and no single feature or element is essential to

all possible combinations that may be claimed in this or later applications.

The claims, accordingly, define selected embodiments disclosed in the

foregoing disclosure. Where the claims recite "a" or "a first" element or the

equivalent thereof, such claims include one or more such elements, neither

requiring nor excluding two or more such elements. Further, ordinal

indicators, such as first, second or third, for identified elements are used to

distinguish between the elements, and do not indicate a required or limited

number of such elements, and do not indicate a particular position or order

of such elements unless otherwise specifically stated.



What is claimed is:

1. A first computer system, residing on a first computer network of a

plurality of computer networks, for controlling access to the plurality of

computer networks, the first computer system configured to:

store authentication routing data comprising :

address information related to at least two authentication

databases against which credentials related to connecting

devices may be authenticated, wherein at least one of the

at least two authentication databases is contained on a

second computer system residing on a second computer

network; and

a criterion for selecting which of the at least two authentication

databases a given credential is authenticated against;

receive a first credential from a network access controller on the first

computer network, the first credential being relatable to a first

connecting device requesting access to the plurality of computer

networks at the network access controller;

determine the criterion;

based on the determined criterion, select a first authentication

database of the at least two authentication databases against

which the first credential is to be authenticated;

communicate the first credential to the first authentication database

using the address information;

receive an authentication response from the first authentication

database; and

communicate the authentication response to the network access

controller.



2 . The first computer system of claim 1 further configured to cache a

copy of the first credential.

3 . The first computer system of claim 2 further configured to receive a

second credential and authenticate the second credential against the cached

copy of the first credential.

4 . The first computer system of claim 1 wherein the criterion is used

to select which of the at least two authentication databases the first

credential is to be authenticated against based on attributes of the network

access controller through which the first connecting device is requesting

access to the plurality of computer networks.

5 . The first computer system of claim 1 wherein the criterion is used

to select which of the at least two authentication databases the first

credential is to be authenticated against based on attributes of the first

connecting device.

6 . The first computer system of claim 5 wherein the attributes of the

first connecting device include the first connecting device's realm.

7 . The first computer system of claim 1 further configured to receive

at least a portion of the authentication routing data from a third computer

system residing on a computer network different than the first computer

network.



8 . The first computer system of claim 1 further configured to:

store an authorization policy comprising one or more rules for

controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

receive first authorization information related to the first connecting

device;

compare the first authorization information to the authorization policy;

and

control the first connecting device's access to the plurality of computer

networks based on a result of the comparison.

9 . The first computer system of claim 8 further configured to receive

at least a portion of the first authorization information from the first

authentication database.

10. The first computer system of claim 8 further configured to receive

at least a portion of the authorization policy from a third computer system

residing on a computer network different than the first computer network.

11. The first computer system of claim 8 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on attributes of a network access controller through which a

connecting device requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and

the authorization information includes attributes of the network access

controller through which the first connecting device is requesting access t o

the plurality of computer networks.



12. The first computer system of claim 8 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on a time of day at which a connecting device requests

access to the plurality of computer networks, and the authorization

information includes the time of day at which the first connecting device is

requesting access to the plurality of computer networks.

13. The first computer system of claim 8 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a

connecting device is a member, and the authorization information includes

attributes of one or more groups of which a first user of the first connecting

device is a member.

14. The first computer system of claim 8 wherein controlling the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks includes

instructing the network access controller to permit the first connecting

device access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of

computer networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second

network resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.



15. The first computer system of claim 1 further comprising an

accounting computer system configured to:

monitor the first connecting device's use of the plurality of computer

networks;

store one or more records of events involving the first connecting

device's use of the plurality of computer networks; and

transmit at least one of the one or more records to a third computer

system residing on a computer network different from the first

computer network.

16. The first computer system of claim 1 further configured to store

network service parameters allocating at least one logical address for a first

type of network resource, and to provide a first network resource of the first

type, executing on a third computer system residing on the first computer

network, with an address containing the logical address.

17. The first computer system of claim 16 further configured to, prior

to storing the network service parameters, receive the network service

parameters from a fourth computer system residing on a computer network

different from the first computer network.



18. A first computer system, residing on a first computer network of a

plurality of computer networks, for controlling access to the plurality of

computer networks, the first computer system configured to:

receive, from a second computer system, residing on a computer

network different than the first computer network, at least a

portion of an authorization policy comprising one or more rules

for controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

store an authorization policy including the at least a portion of an

authorization policy;

receive first authorization information related to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at

a network access controller residing on the first network;

compare the first authorization information to the authorization policy;

and

control the first connecting device's access to the plurality of computer

networks based at least in part on the result of the comparison.

19. The first computer system of claim 18 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on attributes of a network access controller through which a

connecting device requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and

the authorization information includes attributes of the network access

controller through which the first connecting device is requesting access to

the plurality of computer networks.



20. The first computer system of claim 18 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on a time of day at which a connecting device requests

access to the plurality of computer networks, and the authorization

information includes the time of day which the first connecting device is

requesting access to the plurality of computer networks.

21. The first computer system of claim 18 wherein the authorization

policy includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer

networks based on attributes of one or more groups of which a first user of a

connecting device is a member, and the authorization information includes

attributes of one or more groups of which a first user of the connecting

device is a member.

22. The first computer system of claim 18 wherein controlling the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks includes

instructing the network access controller to permit the first connecting

device access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of

computer networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second

network resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.



23. A storage medium, readable by a first processor of a first

computer system residing on a first computer network of a plurality of

computer networks, having embodied therein a program of commands

executable by the first processor, the program being adapted to be executed

to:

store authentication routing data comprising :

address information related to at least two authentication

databases against which credentials related to connecting

devices may be authenticated, wherein at least one of the

authentication databases is contained on a second

computer system residing on a second computer network;

and

a criterion for selecting which of the at least two authentication

databases a given credential is authenticated against;

receive a first credential from a network access device on the first

computer network, the first credential being relatable to a first

connecting device requesting access to the plurality of computer

networks at the network access device;

determine the criterion;

based on the determined criterion, select a first authentication

database of the at least two authentication databases against

which the first credential is to be authenticated;

communicate the first credential to the first authentication database

using the address information;

receive an authentication response from the first authentication

database; and

communicate the authentication response to the network access

device.



24. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to cache a copy of the first credential.

25. The storage medium of claim 24 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to receive a second credential and authenticate the

second credential against the cached copy of the first credential.

26. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the criterion is used to

select which of the at least two authentication databases the first credential

is to be authenticated against based at on attributes of the network access

device through which the first connecting device is requesting access to the

plurality of computer networks.

27. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the criterion is used to

select which of the at least two authentication databases the first credential

is to be authenticated against based on attributes of the first connecting

device.

28. The storage medium of claim 27 wherein the attributes of the first

connecting device include the first connecting device's realm.

29. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to receive at least a portion of the authentication

routing data from a third computer system residing on a computer network

different than the first computer network.



30. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to:

store an authorization policy comprising one or more rules for

controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

receive first authorization information related to the first connecting

device;

compare the first authorization information to the authorization policy;

and

control the first connecting device's access to the plurality of computer

networks based on a result of the comparison.

31. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to receive at least a portion of the first authorization

information from the first authentication database.

32. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to receive at least a portion of the authorization

policy from a third computer system residing on a computer network

different than the first computer network.

33. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on attributes of a network access device through which a connecting

device requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and the

authorization information includes attributes of the network access device

through which the first connecting device is requesting access to the

plurality of computer networks.



34. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on a time of day at which a connecting device requests access to the

plurality of computer networks, and the authorization information includes

the time of day at which the first connecting device is requesting access to

the plurality of computer networks.

35. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a connecting

device is a member, and the authorization information includes attributes of

one or more groups of which a first user of the first connecting device is a

member.

36. The storage medium of claim 30 wherein controlling the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks includes

instructing the network access device to permit the first connecting device

access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of computer

networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second network

resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.



37. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to:

monitor the first connecting device's use of the plurality of computer

networks;

store one or more records of events involving the first connecting

device's use of the plurality of computer networks; and

transmit at least one of the one or more records to a third computer

system residing on a computer network different from the first

computer network.

38. The storage medium of claim 23 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to store network service parameters allocating at

least one logical address for a first type of network resource, and to provide

a first network resource of the first type, executing on a third computer

system residing on the first computer network, with an address containing

the logical address.

39. The storage medium of claim 38 wherein the program is further

adapted to be executed to, prior to storing the network service parameters,

receive the network service parameters from a fourth computer system

residing on a computer network different from the first computer network.



40. A storage medium, readable by a first processor of a first

computer system residing on a first computer network, having embodied

therein a program of commands executable by the first processor, the

program being adapted to be executed to:

receive, from a second computer system, residing on a computer

network different than the first computer network, at least a

portion of an authorization policy comprising one or more rules

for controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

store an authorization policy including the at least a portion of an

authorization policy;

receive first authorization information related to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at

a network access device residing on the first network;

compare the first authorization information to the authorization policy;

and

control the first connecting device's access to the plurality of computer

networks based at least in part on the result of the comparison.

41. The storage medium of claim 40 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on attributes of a network access device through which a connecting

device requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and the

authorization information includes attributes of the network access device

through which the first connecting device is requesting access to the

plurality of computer networks.



42. The storage medium of claim 40 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on a time of day at which a connecting device requests access to the

plurality of computer networks, and the authorization information includes

the time of day which the first connecting device is requesting access to the

plurality of computer networks.

43. The storage medium of claim 40 wherein the authorization policy

includes a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks

based on attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a connecting

device is a member, and the authorization information includes attributes of

one or more groups of which a first user of the first connecting device is a

member.

44. The storage medium of claim 40 wherein controlling the first

connecting device's access to the plurality of computer networks includes

instructing the network access device to permit the first connecting device

access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of computer

networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second network

resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.



45. A method of controlling access to a plurality of computer

networks, the plurality of computer networks including a first computer

network with a first computer system and a network access device residing

thereon, the method utilizing the first computer system for performing the

steps of:

storing authentication routing data comprising :

address information related to at least two authentication

databases against which credentials related to connecting

devices may be authenticated, wherein at least one of the

authentication databases is contained on a second

computer system residing on a second computer network;

and

a criterion for selecting which of the at least two authentication

databases a given credential is authenticated against;

receiving a first credential from the network access device, the first

credential being relatable to a first connecting device requesting

access to the plurality of computer networks at the network

access device;

determining the criterion;

based on the determined criterion, selecting a first authentication

database of the at least two authentication databases against

which the first credential is to be authenticated;

communicating the first credential to the first authentication database

using the address information;

receiving an authentication response from the first authentication

database; and

communicating the authentication response to the network access

device.



46. The method of claim 45 further comprising the step of caching a

copy of the first credential.

47. The method of claim 46 further comprising the step of receiving a

second credential and authenticating the second credential against the

cached copy of the first credential.

48. The method of claim 45 wherein the criterion is used to select

which of the at least two authentication databases the first credential is to

be authenticated against based on attributes of the network access device

through which the first connecting device is requesting access to the

plurality of computer networks.

49. The method of claim 45 wherein the criterion is used to select

which of the at least two authentication databases the first credential is to

be authenticated against based on attributes of the first connecting device.

50. The method of claim 49 wherein the attributes of the first

connecting device include the first connecting device's realm.

51. The method of claim 45 further comprising the step of receiveing

at least a portion of the authentication routing data from a third computer

system residing on a computer network different than the first computer

network.



52. The method of claim 45 further comprising the steps of:

storing an authorization policy comprising one or more rules for

controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

receiving first authorization information related to the first connecting

device;

comparing the first authorization information to the authorization

policy; and

controlling the first connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks based on a result of the comparison.

53. The method of claim 52 further comprising the step of receiving at

least a portion of the first authorization information from the first

authentication database.

54. The method of claim 52 further comprising the step of receiveing

at least a portion of the authorization policy from a third computer system

residing on a computer network different than the first computer network.

55. The method of claim 52 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on

attributes of a network access device through which a connecting device

requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and the authorization

information includes attributes of the network access device through which

the first connecting device is requesting access to the plurality of computer

networks.



56. The method of claim 52 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on a

time of day which a connecting device requests access to the plurality of

computer networks, and the authorization information includes the time of

day at which the first connecting device is requesting access to the plurality

of computer networks.

57. The method of claim 52 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on

attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a connecting device is a

member, and the authorization information includes attributes of one or

more groups of which a first user of the first connecting device is a member.

58. The method of claim 52 wherein controlling the first connecting

device's access to the plurality of computer networks further includes

instructing the network access device to permit the first connecting device

access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of computer

networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second network

resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.

59. The method of claim 45 further comprising the steps of:

monitoring the first connecting device's use of the plurality of

computer networks;

storing one or more records of events involving the first connecting

device's use of the plurality of computer networks; and

transmitting at least one of the one or more records to a third

computer system residing on a computer network different from

the first computer network.



60. The method of claim 45 further comprising the steps of storing

network service parameters allocating at least one logical address for a first

type of network resource, and providing a first network resource of the first

type, executing on a third computer system residing on the first computer

network, with an address containing the logical address.

61. The method of claim 60 further comprising the step of receiveing

the network service parameters from a fourth computer system residing on

a computer network different from the first computer network.



62. A method of controlling access to a plurality of computer

networks, the plurality of computer networks including a first computer

network with a first computer system and a network access device residing

thereon, the method utilizing the first computer system for performing the

steps of:

receiving, from a second computer system residing on a computer

network different than the first computer network, at least a

portion of an authorization policy comprising one or more rules

for controlling a connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks;

storing an authorization policy including the at least a portion of an

authorization policy;

receiving first authorization information related to a first connecting

device requesting access to the plurality of computer networks at

the network access device;

comparing the first authorization information to the authorization

policy; and

controlling the first connecting device's access to the plurality of

computer networks based at least in part on the result of the

comparison.

63. The method of claim 62 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on

attributes of a network access device through which a connecting device

requests access to the plurality of computer networks, and the authorization

information includes attributes of the network access device through which

the first connecting device is requesting access to the plurality of computer

networks.



64. The method of claim 62 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on a

time of day which a connecting device requests access to the plurality of

computer networks, and the authorization information includes the time of

day which the first connecting device is requesting access to the plurality of

computer networks.

65. The method of claim 62 wherein the authorization policy includes

a rule for controlling access to the plurality of computer networks based on

attributes of one or more groups of which a user of a connecting device is a

member, and the authorization information includes attributes of one or

more groups of which a first user of the first connecting device is a member.

66. The method of claim 62 wherein controlling the first connecting

device's access to the plurality of computer networks further includes

instructing the network access device to permit the first connecting device

access to a first network resource residing on the plurality of computer

networks and deny the first connecting device access to a second network

resource residing on the plurality of computer networks.
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